A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM

CAST LIST:

PRINCIPALS
SENEX, AN OLD MAN     CECIL AVERETT
DOMINA, HIS WIFE     LYNN CARASALI
HERO, HIS SON IN LOVE W/PHILIA   GEORGE SPELVIN
HYSTERIUM, SLAVE TO SENEX     PHIL HARRIMAN
PSEUDOLUS, SLAVE TO HERO     RAYSEL LONG
ERRONIUS, AN OLD MAN     BRAD MARTIN
MILES GLORIOSUS, A WARRIOR    RICHARD CANO
LYCUS, BUYER/SELLER OF COURTESANS  JIMI DOWDELL
PHILIA, A VIRGIN     ECHO OLESEN

SPECIALTY CORTESANS (INCLUDES SOLO/SPOTLIGHTED DANCES)
VIBRATA     HENNAH K. KAHN
PANACEA     TBA FROM DANCERS
THE GEMINAE TWINS     TBA FROM DANCERS
TINTINABULA     TBA FROM DANCERS
GYMNASIA     TBA FROM DANCERS

PROTEANS/SOLDIERS (SINGER/DANCER INCLUDES COMIC/PHYSICAL Routines)
GEORGE TRIPPLETT     DIRK MILLER
JAMES ALTMAN     RICHARD EISENBERG
TONY GARCIA     BUD PERRY
RAY POLSON     JACOB PECK
SANTANA GONZALES    JASON MCCUTCHEON
TYLER JEFFERS     KEVIN THOMSEN
BRAD MARTIN

CORTESANS/VIRTUOUS WOMEN (SINGER/DANCER INCLUDES COMIC/PHYSICAL ROUTINES)
MOMOKO OLEJNICZAK    KELLEN NOMURA
HEIDI DEVANY     ANDREA BOWMAN
JOANN BALLARD     JENNIFER CICERO
TILENE TROOP     LAUREL SWEIGART
SELENA ULCH     MARIJKE FULLER
KAREN DONATHAN     AMANDA ALVEY
KARA EARL     SUE TURBOW
SYLVIA OLSEN     SHAY BRUNET
SUSAN RICHNER     EDY WORICK
KRISTIN KRAJEWSKI    SUMMER CRUZ
JENNIFER ROOT     NICOLE BRACCO
JANNELLE WORICK     KATELYN TRIPPLETT

PLEASE EMAIL BACK YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THE ROLE (YES/NO) TO:
cwray@tmcc.edu FIRST REHEARSAL WILL BE MONDAY JAN. 27, 2003 @7PM MAIN CAMPUS THEATRE RDMT 218. THANK YOU TO ALL WHO AUDITIONED.